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How Talk and Interaction Unfold in a Digitally Enabled Preschool Classroom 
 
 
Abstract 
The use of mobile digital devices, such as laptops and tablets, has implications for 
how teachers interact with young students within the institutional context of 
educational settings. This article examines language and participation in a digitally 
enabled preschool classroom as students engage with teachers and peers. 
Ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and membership categorization analysis are 
used to explicate video-recorded episodes of students (aged 3-5 years) interacting 
while using a laptop and a tablet. Attending to the sequential organization (when, 
how) and the context relevance (where) of talk and interaction, analysis shows how 
the intersection of interactions involving the teacher, students and digital devices, 
shape the ways that talk and interactions unfold. Analysis found that the teacher-
student interactions were jointly arranged around a participation framework that 
included: 1) the teacher’s embodied action that mobilizes an accompanying action by 
a student, 2) allocation of turn-taking and participation while using a digital device 
and, 3) the affordances of the digital device in relation to the participants’ social 
organization. In this way, it is possible to understand not just what a digital device is 
or does, but the affordances of what it makes possible in constituting teachers’ and 
students’ social and learning relationships. 
 
 
Key words 
Talk-in-interaction, digital devices, mobile technology, preschool, participation, 
ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, membership categorization analysis.  
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1. Introduction: Talk and Digital Devices in Classrooms 
 
The situated use of digital devices in classrooms, especially in the preschool context, 
is a recent and emergent field (Marsh 2010; Plowman, Stephen & McPake 2010; 
Spink, Danby, Mallan & Butler 2010). Engagement with digital devices by teachers 
and students in early childhood classrooms occurs within the existing social and 
physical structures. This article investigates language and participation in preschool 
classrooms as students engage with their teacher and peers, and with mobile digital 
devices such as laptops and tablets. The application of conversation analysis and 
membership categorization analysis offers close examination of the affordances of 
digital devices, as they become resources for designing talk and social spaces in the 
classroom. Considering how talk and interaction using mobile digital devices unfold 
offers new and applied understandings of institutional talk and social groupings 
within classrooms.  
 
Talk exists along a continuum from ordinary conversation, where talk is not usually 
preplanned; to institutional talk that incorporates the pre-allocation of turns (such as 
that which we find in the proceedings of a courtroom) (Atkinson 1992). In ordinary 
talk, rules of conversation show that the speaker can invite other/s to talk, others can 
self-select, or if no speaker is forthcoming, the current speaker may continue (Sacks,	
Schegloff	&	Jefferson	1974). In the institutional context of a classroom, however, all 
speakers do not have the same rights as the sequential organization is one in which 
teachers talk and students are typically selected to talk by the teacher. Studies of the 
institutional context of the classroom show how the participants’ activities are 
structured according to the classroom setting and the particular procedures typical to 
them. Roles and expectations of the classroom social order are played out in the turn-
taking and sequential order (Gardner 2013). 
 
In classrooms, talk and gestures provide teachers with access to what students know 
or understand and consequently, what is not known or understood (Koole 2015).	
Specifically, studying classroom interaction involves studying both teachers and 
students to show how they are ‘producing and understanding’ the institutional context 
of classroom (Schegloff 2007: 475). Students typically orient to the teacher for 
indication of the ‘correctness’ of their turn, and it is usually the teacher who continues 
the talk, and assigns turns by selecting the next speaker to talk (Gardner 2013).  
	
Previous studies of classroom talk have focused on an established sequence of 
questioning known as the Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) pattern (Mehan 
1979). The IRE pattern shows how the teacher usually dominates the first turn 
position by initiating a turn (initiation), the student responds (response) and the 
teacher provides feedback on the student’s response (evaluation). Gardner (2013) 
notes that further work by Lee (2007) shows the teacher’s third position turn has 
multiple applications including assessing the student’s turn, providing clues to get 
answers, and repeating the turn to emphasize certain elements of the response. 
Teachers’ third turn expansions provide students with further information to provide a 
required reply. 	
	
Social interaction cannot be overlooked when studying material phenomena that 
include digital technologies. The interest is not just what a device is or what it does, 
but ‘what it enables or affords as it mediates the relationship between its user and 
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other individuals’ (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis 2001:3). Brereton & McGarry (2000) 
found that how people use hardware required exploring how they used it within social 
interaction as an unfolding action. To illustrate, the computer mouse affords certain 
actions as whoever has the mouse controls the screen actions and, consequentially, the 
course of actions (Brereton & McGarry 2000; Davidson 2010). Luff, Patel, Kuzuoka 
and Heath (2014) found that participants adjust their multimodal actions in carefully 
synchronized ways in order to make digital workspaces collaborative and actions 
cohesive. Thus, an investigation of use of digital devices requires attending to how 
material phenomena are ‘dynamically attended to and constituted in a relevant way 
through sequences of interaction’ (Goodwin 2000b: 2). 
 
This study asks, how does the unplanned emergence of talk and social interaction play 
out in the context of using digital devices in classrooms? As Holloway and Valentine 
(2003: 159) argue, ‘understanding students’ activities in situ, more or less mediated 
by computers, provides a clearer understanding of the meanings of the activities, the 
computers and the context, than that provided through a focus on the technological 
features alone’. The understanding of collaboratively constructed talk and interaction 
is of particular relevance when considering how digital technology is used in 
educational settings and how teachers and students interact.  
 
2. The Study 
The corpus of data consists of 170 hours of video-recorded interactions of everyday 
practices of students (aged 3-5 years) and teachers engaged with digital technologies 
in preschool classrooms in South-East Queensland, Australia.  Ethical approval to 
conduct the study was gained through the authors’ universities.  
 
With an interest in examining how talk and interaction in preschool classrooms occurs 
when participants are using digital devices, the corpus of data was searched for 
interactions involving different digital devices, in particular, laptop computers and 
tablets. We examine two episodes of classroom interaction, involving two different 
teachers working with different students and digital devices. In the first episode, the 
students use a laptop and, in the second, a tablet. In choosing these episodes we 
focused on the affordances of the device in relation to the interactions among the 
children and with the teacher.  
 
3. Analysis 
 
Analysis draws on the related methodological approaches of ethnomethodology (EM), 
conversation analysis (CA) and membership categorization analysis (MCA). These 
approaches offer theoretical and methodological inquiry. EM focuses on how social 
action is organized (Garfinkel 1967). Of particular interest is how people construct 
shared understandings and social order through their talk and social practices. The 
object of analysis is the sequential organization (when, how) and the context 
relevance (where) of talk and gestures in interaction, investigated through detailed 
examination of recordings of naturally occurring social interaction; in other words, 
real people in real settings (Heritage 1984). In this article, CA provides detailed 
description of the orderly intersection of interactions involving the teacher, students 
and digital devices and the ways in which people adjust their actions to overcome or 
understand digital devices. 
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Membership categorization analysis (MCA) shows how categories are produced and 
enacted, and how participants talk categories into being (Schegloff 2007).	Interaction 
is organized according to categorically expected behaviours in particular settings 
(Baker 2000; Sacks 1995; Speier 1973). The classroom is a setting in which 
membership categories and category bound activities are shaped by the activities of 
teacher and student.	Orientation to such categories underpins the content and 
characteristics of the interaction, and how past, current and future interactions play 
out (Schegloff 1992).  
 
Analysis was undertaken through repeated observations of video-recorded 
interactions and an examination of the detailed transcription of extracts of recorded 
talk and action. Transcripts were developed using Jefferson notation (Jefferson 
2004)1. All names are pseudonyms. 
	
3.1 Episode 1: Talk-in-Interaction Using a Laptop 
 
The first episode involves three students using a laptop computer. Arising from one 
student’s interest in finding a ladybeetle in the playground, they are entering the term 
‘ladybeetle’ into the search engine. The participants are: teacher (Tea) and students 
(Ss) Mena (Men), Waikiki (Wai) and Imogen (Ima) (see Figure 1). 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Positioned in front of the laptop 
 
																																																								
1	In addition,  /a/ indicates a letter phoneme, ‘aye’ or ‘bee’ indicates the name of a 
letter as it sounds, and ↔ represents embodied actions occurring in lapses of talk 
(Davidson 2011).	
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As Figure 1 shows, the students are sitting in front of the laptop as they look at its 
screen. The teacher stands behind them. The students’ joint attention is initially on the 
keyboard, although Waikiki is sitting almost directly in front of the keyboard and 
closest to the mouse.  
 
Extract 1: 
 
01 Wai:     el (0.3)↔((looks at Tea)) 
02 Tea:     good thin↑king↓ (.) >can you see if you can find  
03         [it on< the com(.)pu[ter¿ 
04          [((Wai leans toward and looks at keyboard)) 
05                              [((Ima looks at keyboard)) 
06  (1.0)↔((Ima leans toward keyboard)) 
07 Wai:     °/e/° (0.5) /l::/. ((presses ‘l’ key smiling))= 
08 Tea:     =↑good ↑jo::↓b (0.4) and then an /a/, 
09        (0.2) 
10 Men:     (0.2)↔((looks at Tea)) bee, 
11          (0.2)↔((Wai looks at Tea)) 
12 Tea:     /a/,(0.7)↔((bends,gaze to Men))do you [know] what letter?  
13 Men:             [/a/,] 
14  (0.2) 
15 Men:     /a/ 
16 Ima: °ahhh::°= 
17 Tea:     =°an /a/,° (0.1) is [aye ]  
18 Wai:                         [aye?] 
19       [((Wai looks at Tea)) 
20       (0.2) 
21 Tea:     [a:ye.  
22  [((Tea nods)) 
23 Ima: [°a:ye° 
24     [((Wai looks at keyboard with finger poised)) 
25 Tea:      good job. 
26     (0.5)↔((Ima nods))       
27          (1.0)↔((Wai presses ‘a’ key))	
	
Extract 1 shows the teacher using category bound activities of questioning and 
assessments to progress the entry of the search word.  The teacher makes a positive 
assessment of Waikiki’s previous turn of naming the first letter of ladybeetle, ‘l’ 
(lines 1-2).  She then uses an interrogative to ask the students to find the letter on the 
keyboard (lines 2-3). They do not respond verbally to her question, and instead their 
actions suggest that they hear it as a directive to look towards the keyboard (lines 4-
6). Waikiki first says ‘/e/’ in a soft voice, and then ‘/l/’ (line 7). The latter sound is 
elongated as Waikiki looks for and presses the letter on the keyboard and then pauses 
smiling (line 7). The teacher replies with a positive assessment ‘good job’ (line 8). 
With no further turns taken by the students it is clear that they have taken the 
teacher’s assessment to indicate that the correct letter has been found. This assessment 
closes down the sequence of finding that letter and the students gaze to the teacher, 
their activity pausing. 
 
At this point there is trouble in the talk, indicated by the pause and break in the 
progression of the activity (Koole 2015). The students gaze towards the teacher 
orients to her turn being the next to be taken. After a short pause the teacher provides 
the next sound ‘/a/’ (line 8) of the word ‘ladybeetle’. Mena responds, ‘bee’ (line 10) 
and gazes at the teacher to seek confirmation. Mena has proffered an incorrect 
answer, as she does not name the correct letter to match the phoneme.  
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The teacher responds by repeating the sound ‘/a/’ (line 12) to provide an other-
initiated attempt at self-repair, heard as requiring another answer. The teacher is 
standing above and behind the three students, which requires Mena to stretch her head 
back and gaze toward the teacher’s mouth. In order to see the sound mouthed by the 
teacher, the students must move their body position from their ‘home position’ 
(Nevile 2010; Sacks & Schegloff 2002). Initially, the students’ home position is 
toward the laptop screen and keyboard. ‘Looking away from this position…treats talk 
as doing something else’ (Nevile 2010: 3.1). In this case, the talk about the sounds 
and letters is different from the physical activity of inserting the letters into the search 
term while, at the same time integrally linked. 
 
Mena’s gaze is fundamental for her to accomplish the task of looking at how the 
phoneme is pronounced and progress the activity. Figure 2 tracks her gaze towards 
the	teacher. In order to see the teacher’s mouth, Mena and the other students are 
required to turn backwards and look up.  
 
 
Figure 2: The students’ head movement to achieve gaze at the teacher 
 
With all three students having turned their bodies and stretched their heads back to 
see the teacher, they are now oriented towards her. The teacher repeats the sound ‘/a/’ 
(line 12) as she gazes down towards Mena. The teacher’s gaze suggests that Mena has 
been selected to provide the next turn. Her repeat is recipient-designed for Mena, who 
earlier had incorrectly named the sound. To illicit the name of the letter in response to 
the sound of the letter ‘a’, the teacher emphasizes the shape of the sound /a/ with her 
mouth. The teacher’s action requires that students gaze at her mouth, identify the 
letter name by the sound of the letter and then search the keyboard to identify the 
correct letter. The teacher’s mouthing of the letter is a pedagogical strategy designed 
to support the letter search. Her gaze to the teacher’s mouth, Mena pronounces ‘/a/’ 
(lines 13 and 15), copying the sound that the teacher had provided, an attempt at 
repairing her prior turn. Mena indicates here her understanding that her previous 
answer ‘bee’ was not the correct answer and so proffers another response for 
assessment.  
 
Although Mena has repaired her incorrect response ‘bee’ by repeating the teacher’s 
turn ‘/a/’ (lines 13 and 15), Waikiki next provides a correct answer by providing the 
letter name (line 18).  Her answer includes an upward inflection or questioning tone 
that elicits a positive assessment from the teacher. As Mehan (1979, 1985) observed, 
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in the institutional context of a classroom, teachers typically control the progressivity 
of the lesson. Students orient to the teacher for an indication that an answer is correct 
or not. In this multiparty encounter, the teacher’s positive assessment of Waikiki’s 
response has a public element. It signals to the three students that the activity can now 
be progressed.  
 
Waikiki signals her understanding that the action of keying in the letter can progress 
the activity because she turns to the keyboard without comment and begins searching 
for the letter (line 24). Waikiki displays her action of ‘doing’ by circling her finger 
and this embodied action claims the turn. Her action displays to the teacher and her 
peers that she does not need help but needs time to look for the letter on the keyboard.  
 
In this extract, Mena and Waikiki were asked to name the letters after hearing the 
letter phoneme. Waikiki did name and key the alphabet letters in order to enter the 
search term. For this action to be successful, the students sought visual and auditory 
cues from the teacher. In seeking the visual clues necessary to correctly identify the 
phoneme, Mena and the other two students, who were seated on chairs and looking at 
the laptop screen, had to direct their gaze upwards and backwards towards the teacher. 
The teacher’s participation consisted of her spelling the search term and then 
mouthing the alphabet letters on the keyboard.  
 
Extract 2 follows on from Extract 1 several moments later as the students search for 
the letter ‘y’.  
 
Extract 2: 
 
01 Tea:     and then (0.2) a:,= 
02 Wai: =u:m,= 
03 Tea: =[wye::?=  
04   [((Wai, Ima and Men look at Tea)) 
05 Wai:     =la:: ↑[dy::. 
06    [((Wai looks at camera)) 
07   (0.6)↔((Ima looks at keyboard)) 
08 Tea:     Imy [did you wanna see if you can find a wye,  
09           [((Ima looks at Tea, Men looks at keyboard)) 
10  (0.8)↔[((Tea turns and walks away))              
11   [((Ima looks at keyboard)) 
12          (0.5)↔((Ss lean toward and look at keyboard)) 
13 Ima:     °wy::e° 
14          (0.4)↔((Ima looks at Wai)) 
15  (0.2)↔((Ima looks at Men)) 
16  (0.5)↔((Ima looks at Tea)) 
17  (0.4)↔((Ima looks at keyboard)) 
18 Tea:     [do you know what a wye looks li[:ke¿  
19  [((Tea walks toward Ss)) 
20         [((Ima looks at Tea)) 
21          (0.3)↔[((Ima shakes head)) 
22          (0.4)↔[((Tea bends and leans over Wai))         
23 Tea:  [achemmm  
24  [((Wai lifts hand in air))  
25   (0.2)↔[((Tea lifts hand in air)) 
26   [((Wai draws curve of ‘y’ in air)) 
27 Tea:  [it’s got  
28   [((Wai draws tail of ‘y’ in air)) 
29  (0.4)↔((Wai looks up at Tea))  
30 Tea:  [↑two sticks (0.2)  
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31    [((Tea draws two short sticks of ‘y’ in air))  
32 Tea:   [↓and a long tail. 
33  [((Tea draws tail of ‘y’ in air)) 
34   [((Wai draws a short and long stick of ‘y’)) 
35          (0.2)↔((Ima looks at keyboard)) 
36          (1.0)↔((Ima hovers finger over keyboard)) 
37        (0.2)↔((Tea points to keyboard))  
38 Tea:  [it’s arou::nd=  
39   [((Tea circles finger over keyboard)) 
40   [((Wai and Ima look at keyboard)) 
41 Tea:  =[↓her::e. 
42   [((Ima points to ‘y’ key)) 
43          (0.4)↔((Ima looks at Tea)) 
44 Tea:     >ye↑:ah< (.) good ↓job.  
45     (0.3)↔((Ima presses ‘y’ key)) 
 
In Extract 2, the teacher’s request is to provide the name of the next letter ‘wye’, 
rather than its phoneme (lines 1-3). The teacher naming Imogen, sitting the furthest 
from the teacher, selects her to find the letter ‘y’ on the keyboard (line 8). Imogen 
leans toward the keyboard to search for the letter, glances sideways to Waikiki, then 
to Mena, to the teacher, and back to the keyboard (lines 14-17). Simultaneously, 
Imogen pauses with her finger poised over the keyboard but she does not select a 
letter. As in Extract 1, Imogen twists her body to gaze upward to the teacher and then 
back to the keyboard (lines 16-17) (see Figure 3).  Her gaze and unmoving hand 
action appear to be understood by the teacher as a display of not knowing the letter as 
she questions Imogen as to whether she knows what the letter ‘y’ looks like (line 18). 
Imogen responds by shaking her head, indicating ‘no’ (line 21).  
 
 
Figure 3: The gaze and body movement between Imogen and the teacher 
 
The teacher alters her physical position by moving closer to the computer (line 19). At 
this point, Waikiki who had been observing the interaction between Imogen and the 
teacher, demonstrates that she knows the correct letter. She responds to the teacher’s 
question to Imogen by drawing a ‘y’ in the air (lines 24, 26 and 28), showing that she 
knows what the letter ‘y’ looks like. Waikiki begins the action of drawing the ‘y’ in 
the air, as she raises her hand and draws the ‘y’ in the air before the teacher draws the 
shape of a ‘y’ in the air, saying, ‘it’s got two sticks and a long tail’ (lines 30-33). 
When the teacher begins to draw the letter, Waikiki draws again in unison with the 
teacher (line 34). Imogen remains with her hand poised over the keyboard, and looks 
at the letters (line 35). Mobilizing a response (Stivers & Rossano 2010), the teacher’s 
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next turn is her gesturing over the top middle area of the keyboard where the ‘y’ can 
be found (lines 37 and 39). This further information works for Imogen to find the ‘y’ 
on the keyboard and thus complete the word ‘lady’. Here, the teacher’s embodied 
action elicited a response from Imogen to physically key in the correct letter.  
 
Extracts 1 and 2 focused on the embodied actions of the teacher showed as she 
mouthed the correct sounds and shifted her body position to add gestural clues. In this 
way, the students maintained ownership of the keyboard, and they were ultimately 
successful in entering in the letters and ultimately, producing the search term.  Her 
input afforded the opportunity for individual success, as she positioned the students as 
being capable of undertaking the search. Her actions suggest an orientation to 
supporting students’ agency through child-focused support.   
 
 
3.2 Episode 2: Talk-in-Interaction Using a Tablet 
 
In Episode 2, a teacher and students are engaged in a matching card game on a tablet. 
The teacher (Tea) holds the tablet in front of her, and students Bart (Bar), Trent (Tre), 
Brock (Bro) and Cory (Cor) position themselves around the tablet (see Figure 4). The 
extended sequence shows Bart taking a turn using the tablet, at the invitation of the 
teacher.  
 
 
Figure 4: Using the digital tablet 
 
Extract 3:  
01          (0.2)↔((Bart taps a card)) 
02          ((card flips showing picture)) 
03          (0.2)↔((Bar quickly taps a card)) 
04          (1.4)↔((Bar waits for screen to respond)) 
05          (0.2)↔((Bar quickly taps a card)) 
06          (0.4)↔((Bar waits for screen to respond)) 
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07 Tea:     >touch it again< Bart↓ (.) you gotta [touch it  
08              [((Tea taps card)) 
09 Tea:     [just (.) carefully.                                  
10          [((card flips showing picture, then flips face down)) 
11          [((Bar points at picture))                            
12          (0.4)↔((Bar points to a card))  
13 Tea:     that’s it, 
14          (0.2)↔((Bar taps the card)) 
15          (0.5)↔((card flips showing picture)) 
16 Tea:     ↓that’s ↑it, 
17   (1.5)↔((Bar moves hand to a card and taps it)) 
18  (0.5)↔((card flips showing matching picture)) 
19        (0.8)↔((Tea looks at Bar, then to screen))  
20 Tea:  well do:ne, 
21  (0.2)↔((cards disappear)) 
22 Tea:     have you had a turn on an iPad before  
23    [Bart? 
24    [((Tea looks at Bar))   
25          [((Bar taps a card))  
26          (0.5)↔((card flips showing picture)) 
27 Bar:     ((shakes head)) [>no<= 
28       [((Tea looks at screen)) 
29 Tea:     =no (.) so this is your first t[i:me      ] too, 
30 Tre:                                    [>I didn’t<] 
 
The game requires that each player select two cards that have	the	same	picture. The 
successful matching of the cards relies upon the players remembering the pictures on 
the turned-over cards. The extract begins with a series of non-verbal actions by Bart 
as he taps the screen.  
 
The teacher takes on the membership category activity of providing instruction in 
response to Bart’s unsuccessful attempts to use the tablet. After he initially has 
success in tapping the screen to reveal pictures (lines 1-2) the screen stops responding 
to his touch (lines 3-6). The teacher directs him to tap the screen again (line 7), which 
indicates to Bart that she is watching the screen and has noticed that the screen is not 
responding. At this point the teacher offers direct instruction and repeats the utterance 
(line 7). The teacher directs Bart to tap the screen ‘just carefully’ (line 9), seemingly 
attributing the non-response of the screen to the way Bart is tapping the screen. Bart 
then points to a new card on the screen (line 12). The teacher responds ‘that’s it’, 
endorsing the proposed next action as correct (line 13). Bart taps the card to make a 
selection (line 14), indicating that his action is tied to the teacher’s approval. The 
teacher further endorses this action with an assessment, ‘that’s it’ (line 16) and the 
continued focus on Bart indicates to the other students that Bart’s turn is continuing. 
Bart then selects another card on the screen by tapping it (line 17). The card turns to 
show a picture matching that of the other card (line 18). The teacher acknowledges 
the successful matching of pictures with the assessment, ‘well done’ (line 20). As 
Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks (1977: 380) suggest, adult-child interactions are often 
characterized by an orientation by the adult to the child positioned within a ‘not-yet-
competent’ category. A teacher’s category bound activity is one of supporting 
children to shift from ‘not-yet-competent’ to  ‘newly-competent’ through the activity 
of providing instructional support for learning.	
 
The teacher’s talk makes salient the possibility of Bart’s first time use of a tablet. 
Directing her next question to Bart, she asks if he has previously used a tablet (lines 
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22-23). At this point, the teacher makes a possible connection between Bart not being 
able to change the screen image and his possible status as a first-time user.  
 
Responding to the teacher’s question, although Bart indicates that he has not used a 
tablet before (line 27), he goes on to demonstrate his technology capacity by 
manipulating the screen (screen tap + picture) (lines 25-26). Despite being a novice 
user, Bart’s finely coordinated action and talk constructs his status in this local social 
order as someone who is competent in managing the screen and playing the game. 
The teacher acknowledges his success in working with the tablet with an assessment 
‘well done’ (line 20). The teacher has just made user experience relevant within the 
normative order of the classroom, to which Trent orients when he bids for a turn with 
the justification that he has never used a tablet before (line 30).  
 
In Extract 4, Trent’s actions make him a co-player of the game. 
 
Extract 4: 
 
01 Cor: I’m going to Mrs. [Sandhurst’s,       
02          [((Tre quickly points to card)) 
03  (0.4)↔((Bar taps card not pointed to)) 
04 Cor: [cla:ss, 
05       [((card flips showing picture)) 
06 Tea: [is that what class you’re gonna be in is it (0.3) Cory?= 
07  [((Bar points to card Tre pointed to))  
08 Cor: =[yes cause that’s↑ (0.2) 
09   [((Bar hovers finger around screen)) 
10 Tre: yes,= 
11 Cor: =[where (0.2) 
12   [((Bro points to card Tre pointed to)) 
13   [((Bart taps a card not pointed to)) 
14 Tre: [yes, 
15  [((card flips showing matching picture)) 
... 
16 Tre:    [tha:t on:e↑ (.) and that one. 
17       [((Tre points to two cards)) 
18 Tea:    hehehehehe,= 
19 Cor:    =and Reece’s [gonna be in Prep¿ 
20                      [((Bar taps card Tre pointed to))  
21                      [((card flips showing picture)) 
22 Bro:    [°there¿° 
23         [((Bro points to card Tre pointed at)) 
24         (0.2)↔((Bar taps card Tre and Bro pointed to))  
25 Tea:    [do you think Trent’s got it right? 
26      [((card flips showing picture)) 
27         (0.2)↔((pictures flip face down))  
28 Tea:    ↑no:::::. 
29      (0.2)↔((Bar taps card)) 
30 Tea:    [hehe 
31      [((card flips showing matching picture)) 
32      [((Tre points at picture and a card)) 
33      (0.6)↔((Bar taps card Tre pointed to)) 
34      (0.2)↔((card flips showing picture)) 
35         (0.5)↔((Tea looks at Bar)) 
36 Tea:    that t[ime] we did 
37 Bar:      [yes] 
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A local social order of collaboration is co-produced among the students. Trent points 
at the screen and then withdraws his finger, appearing to orient to the social order that 
it is Bart’s turn to manipulate the screen (line 1).  The pointing is a way of suggesting 
which card Bart should choose. The close proximity of the students to the tablet 
means that they are within touch of it, with their fingertips poised only millimeters 
away from the screen. Bart points to the card that Trent suggested (line 7), but moves 
his finger away from it (line 9). He then taps another card (line 13), while at the same 
time Brock points to the card that Trent suggested (line 12). The card that Bart taps is 
the right one, as the card turns over to reveal a picture matching the first card (line 
15).  
 
The teacher at this point is not contributing to the interactions either through talk or 
action, which presents an interactive space for the student-led interactions that unfold. 
Trent upgrades his non-verbal suggestions with verbal instructions (lines 16-17). In 
this way, he has a sense of involvement in the activity, even though it is Bart who taps 
the screen. Bart follows Trent’s suggestion and taps on the indicated card (line 20). 
Trent’s suggestions are calibrated as he gestures to the specific image by hovering 
over the screen. Although Trent bids for a turn on the tablet in Extract 1, Bart remains 
as the player and the one who taps the screen. In giving hints to the turn holder, Trent 
packages his participation as ‘helping’. After Bart’s selection of the first card, Brock 
enters into the game, and also points to the card that Trent had selected, saying ‘there’ 
(line 22). Bart selects that card	(see	Figure	5).		
 
 
Figure 5: Trent and Brock pointing to the screen images  
 
The teacher’s laughter (line 18) works to audibly demonstrate her support for how the 
game is unfolding. Trent does not physically take over the game. His turn is finely 
designed so that the existing social order is maintained, that Bart is the one who taps 
the screen, although Trent’s suggestions are being selected. The teacher in an 
institutional educational setting is able to sanction students (Kidwell 2013), but in this 
instance, the teacher does not stop Trent. She further legitimizes Trent’s actions when 
she asks, ‘do you think Trent’s got it right’ (line 25). This question shows her 
acceptance of Trent as a participant and acknowledges the collaborative activity. 
Trent achieved entry into the game following the teacher’s initial guidance of only 
one person having screen access. His entry afforded him the opportunity to participate 
in the game, and to shift the game from a solo activity with onlookers to a shared 
activity.   
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The teacher and students artfully co-manage this interaction to shift it from a sole 
player game to a multiparty game. The newly created collaborative nature of the game 
is evidenced through the teacher’s shift of pronouns from ‘you’ (line 25) to ‘we’ (line 
36). This move publically legitimizes Trent and Brock’s involvement in the activity as 
shifting from one of membership as observer to membership as player, even though 
not all were able to touch the screen.  
 
4. Discussion 
 
In the episodes examined in this article, while the teacher’s work might be considered 
as illustrative of repair sequences, we draw on MacBeth’s (2004) argument that the 
case of teacher repair falls within a specific organization that he describes as 
correction. In other words, repair is the omnirelevant device, and correction is a 
‘cooperating organization’: ‘Though correction may be a kind of repair in natural 
conversation, in classrooms these actions share a different category relationship: 
Correction in classrooms is an identifying task and an achievement of classroom 
teaching’ (MacBeth 2004: 705).  
 
Turn-by-turn analysis of talk and interaction when teachers and students use digital 
devices in classrooms uncovers actions that characterize institutional interaction. As 
shown in this institutional setting of a classroom, the use of digital devices cannot be 
separated from the surrounding talk of the participants. The design of turns to talk was 
jointly arranged around a participation framework (Goodwin 2000a) that included: 1) 
the teacher’s embodied action that mobilizes an accompanying action by a student, 2) 
the allocation of turn-taking and participation while using a digital device and, 3) the 
affordances of the digital device in relation to the participants’ social organization. In 
both episodes, the teachers’ actions were designed so that students maintained 
ownership despite differing levels of input needed in terms of progressing the 
activity.    
 
The competence of the students is a consideration for the teacher.  In a similar way, 
Baker, Emmison and Firth (2005) found that displays of caller competence on a 
technical support helpline were a consideration for the technician. Within institutional 
talk, speakers can provide adjustments and assessments to what others are doing and 
saying (Baker et al., 2005; Danby et al., 2013). The teacher’s calibration of her 
embodied actions and talk took into account the displayed competences of the 
students as they progressed the activities. In Episode 1, the students’ verbal and non-
verbal responses displayed their knowledge of sounds, letters, and the layout of the 
keyboard. The teacher mouthed the sounds and gestured over the keyboard letters, 
and this embodied talk worked to progress the search. In Episode 2, the teacher 
provided directives on how to manipulate the screen.  
 
The allocation of turn-taking and ownership of the device, in terms of who gets to use 
it, was a feature of the institutional setting in that the students maintained their 
physical access to the device. In Episode 1, the turn-taking design was organized 
around keying in letters. While one child was positioned more directly in front of 
keyboard, the teacher used gaze and embodied action to indicate each student’s turn 
to identify the letter needed in the search term. Episode 2 showed the teacher 
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endorsing the participation of others as participants in the game playing. This action 
reduced a potential dispute about whose turn it was to play the game.  
 
There were spatial elements regarding the affordances of the digital device in relation 
to the participants’ social organization. Elements that came into play in Episode 1 
included the ways that the students had to stretch backwards and turn their gaze 
towards the teacher’s mouth. We saw the students shift their body and their gaze 
between the digital device and keyboard, and the teacher’s physical location. As well, 
they shifted between the activity of finding the letters on the keyboard and inserting 
the letters into the search bar on the screen. In Episode 2, the students were clustered 
around the device in close proximity to the screen.  All students observed the game, 
but only the child with teacher-sanctioned authority touched the screen. Such 
interaction is indicative of the conventions of the institutional setting of the classroom 
in which a teacher typically allocates turns. In this case, this became particularly 
important because the digital device was typically a one-user device but positioned 
where all participants could potentially access it. Despite this, two children were able 
to design their entry into the game through their helping actions. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The fine-grained analyses highlight the integral role that language plays to elicit 
‘socialness’ as students participate in classroom contexts with digital devices. The 
institutional activities occurred within a social domain and involved joint 
participation. The study of a digitally enabled classroom shows how language use, 
participation and access to resources and the teacher are institutionally organized. 
Specific consideration can be directed towards the number of students participating in 
the activity and its impact on turn-taking, who can see the screen and what knowledge 
is required to be displayed to shape interactions with digital technology.  
 
These findings are not necessarily new observations for teachers, but sociological 
explorations of the actions of the teachers and students show in fine-grained detail 
how teachers interact and take into account the complex range of classroom life 
(Sharrock & Anderson 1982).  With the relatively recent introduction of mobile 
technologies into classrooms, this work of exploring actions of students and teachers 
also requires attention to the new material phenomena of digital devices. Preschool 
teachers already possess strategies that can be used for teaching with digital devices 
(Plowman & Stephen 2005). Children, too, take into account a range of physical and 
social matters as they work towards displaying competence-in-action (Baker et al. 
2005). The analytic approaches of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis 
inform the study of classroom talk through the display of how teachers and students 
interactionally enable and collaboratively produce the activity. In this way, it is 
possible to understand not just what a digital device is or does, but the affordances of 
what it makes possible in constituting teachers’ and students’ social and learning 
relationships. 
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